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We have applied the methods described above for the
comparative study of polysilane and a series of simple related
polymers: poly(difluorosilane), poly(methylsilane), poly(di-
methylsilane), poly(diethylsilane), polygermane. We have used an
array of semiempirical approaches and ab initio calculations
followed by vibrational analysis derived that the fact that the
experimental spectra correspond to somewhat disordered
conformations, and that the spectrum is conformation dependent.

We-have calculated the most stable geometry of several ladder
type polymers. In the case of the ladder polymers the main issue
has to do with whether the most stable structures correspond to the
highest possible symmetry, or a broken symmetry geometry. Our
calculations presented strong evidence in favor of the latter and
also provided interpretation of IR, optical, ENDOR and conductivity
data.

We have applied the general methodology for elastic moduli
described above to all-trans-PE and various forms of PA. The
agreement with experiment, where available, is excellent. In the
case of trans-PA the result is consistent with the fact, that a
conjugated polymer has a more rigid backbone than a saturated one
(PE), and its Y value is larger. Surprisingly, the cis
conformations have a lower elastic modulus. This sensitivity of a
mechanical property on overall conformation of a polymer is very
significant, and should be measurable. We plan to follow up on this
problem by continuing elastic modulus calculations of polymers in
various conformations. In contrast to the sensitivity to
conformation, Y depends on charge transfer (CT) only weakly. In
doped PA we calculated a mere 7% change of Y upon doping up to
0.25e/CH unit, a very high doping level. The corresponding
calculations gave geometry chacges in quantitative agreement with
X-ray data. Consequently, the ,aechanical properties should not be
very sensitive to the amount of charge transfer, in contrast to
simplistic arguments, that CT occurs to antibonding or from bonding
states. Therefore, highly conductive polymers should maintain high
maximal elastic moduli and other mechanical properties, in
agreement with Heeger's general observations.
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Summary of results from the AFOSR grant #89-0229
Under the completed grant (AFOSR grant # 89-0229, duration

from December 1, 1988 through November 30, 1991) our work has
proceeded in five closely related areas. We summarize below the
current status and scientific achievements in each. The following
material properties were in the focus of the work:

-Conformational energetics, structural data, energetics of
alternative forms;

-Vibrational frequencies and intensities;
-Electronic structure as related to linear and non-linear

optical spectra, thermochromism;
-Electrochemical data as pertaining to the energy gaps of the

materials;
-Elastic moduli.

1. Methodological developments
In the study of extended systems, solids and polymers, energy

band theory is preeminent', because the use of reciprocal space (k-
space) reduces the calculations to a size characteristic of the
repeat unit. We have perfected such a band theory code2, which is
based on the semiempirical MNDO3 (and its closely related cousins,
AM14 and PM35) all developed with some AFOSR support. In the course
of this work we have included a screw axis of symmetry for polymers
[I]'; extended the method to metallic systems [2]; and improved the
convergence of the calculations.

In comparison to band theory, sufficiently large oligomer and
cluster calculations -can certainly provide the same quality data
for polymers and solids. These are generally considered as a non-
viable alternatives due to the prohibitive costs associated with
large oligomers and clusters. We have found [3], however, that for
a wide class of polymers and properties this is not the case, and
that oligomers can provide a viable alternative to band theory,
moreover for vibrational calculations the olirc .ner approach is
superior. Several authors have observed6, that properties, such as
geometry, charge distribution, or the energy per repeat unit,
E(N), as calculated by the finite difference method

E(N) = e(N+l) - e(N) (1)
converge very often extremely fast, and reasonable results can be
had for N as small as 2. Here e(N) is the total energy of the N-
mer. We have shown [3] that this fast convergence is a consequence
of the fast convergence of the density matrix in the middle unit
cell of the oligomer. This in turn is a consequence of the fact
that the oligomer molecular orbitals (MO's) can be mapped in the k-
dependent crystal orbitals. By introducing an extremum condition
for the functional L3

Numbers in [] brackets correspond to references on the summary page
of the report listing papers supported by the grant.
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X(q) = El EC,(n) sin(q.7rj/(N+l)) I (2)
r j

we assigned a particular k value to each MO, which is defined as
the q value for which X(q) is maximum. In (2) j refers to the j-th
repeat unit, r to the atomic orbital in a given unit, n is the MO
index, C6(n) the corresponding MO coefficient. Thus a k value is
chosen for which the MO most closely resembles an orbital with
periodic boundary condition. This criterion produces well defined
k values, as documented by the published data. This correspondence
can also be used to map the MO energies to energy bands. Comparison
with full band theory calculations shows that tetramers can produce
quantitative results. Limitations of the approach are related to
quasi-degenerate ground states and are discussed in (3].

We have developed a new analytical theory (4] for the
calculation of the elastic modulus, Y, of polymers. This is based
on any available force field, and its development was motivated by
the fact that second derivatives of the total energy are available
and used in the solid state methods described above. The calculated
Y values depend on the geometry of the polymer, which is available
from the calculations described above, and on the selection of the
force constants. We have demonstrated, that force constants, which
produce good vibrational frequencies also give excellent Y values.
In this context, it is worthwhile to note, that the MNDO family of
Hamiltonians is generally not accurate enough to produce reliable
vibrational frequencies even if empirical scaling is used7 .However,
scaled MNDO predictions of Y values are satisfactory for planar
zig-zag polymers, such as polyethylene (PE) and polyacetylene (PA),
where torsion does not play a predominant role.

The new analytical theory of Young's modulus is described in
detail in (4]. One of its important features is, that it allows
decomposition of Y into components corresponding to various
internal coordinates. This has lead to the surprising result that
a large number of coordinates contribute to Y significantly. For
instance, in polyethylene, 37% is due to bond length elon.1-tion,
33% to CCC bond angle opening and the rest 30% to various coupling
terms, most of which involves the seemingly innocent hydrogens. The
accuracy of the approach as compared to experiment is very good,
further applications to rigid rod and ladder polymers are planned.

2. Conformational enerQetics and vibrational properties of
simple polysilanes

We have applied the methods described above for the
comparative study of polysilane and a series of simple related
polymers: poly(difluorosilane), poly(methylsilane), poly(di-
methylsilane), poly(diethylsilane), polygermane. We have used an
array of semiempirical approaches and ab initio calculations (1],
followed by vibrational analysis of polysilane at the AMI and 6-31G
(5] levels. Concerning conformations, the AM1 torsional potentials
can be used only for trends and location of important local minima.
As comparcd to the ab initio results, the barrier heights
se, trating these minima or the relative values of these minima are
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often wrong. However, trends, such as increase of the barrier
separating the all-trans. conformation from the gauche of poly(di-
alkylsilane) as a function of the size of the alkyl chain length
are believable. Concerning vibrational spectra the MNDO family is
too rough to be generally useful, while ab initio at the modest 6-
31G level is accurate enough, so that it can be used for
vibrational assignments in polysilane. The root mean square error
for trans-polysilane was 36 cm-' using uniform scaling (5]. This
relatively large value (as compared to PE's 6 cm-1) is due to the
fact that the experimental spectra correspond to somewhat
disordered conformations, and that the spectrum is conformation
dependent.

3. Electronic structure of heterocyclic ladder polvmers
In one of the early applications of the band theory version of

MNDO9 we have shown in collaboration with J.J.P. Stewart that full
in-plane geometry optimization provides a good overall description
for polyacene, PAC, the prototypical conjugated ladder polymerl°. We
have calculated the most stable geometry of three such polymers
[6,7]: polyphenothiazine (PTL, L for "ladder"), polyphenoxazine
(POL) and poly(pheno-quinoxaline) (PQL). The MNDO band theory
employed gives very reasonable geometries for these types cf
materials and can be used as a basis for calculating their
electronic structures by extended Huckel theory (EHT). This
procedure (MNDO band theory geometry optimization followed by EHT
for one electron properties) has proven before to produce results
which correlate very well with experimental data including the
sensitive issue of the stability of alterative forms of the
polymers.2b,1l In the case of the ladder polymers the main issue has
to do with whether the most stable structures correspond to the
highest possible symmetry, or a broken symmetry geometry. Our
calculations presented strong evidence in favor of the latter and
also provided interpretation of IR, optical, ENDOR and conductivity
data.

4. Elastic moduli of selected carbon backbone polymers
We have applied the general methodology for elastic moduli

described above to all-trans-PE and various forms of PA [2]. The
agreement with experiment, where available, is excellent. In the
case of trans-PA the result is consistent with the fact, that a
conjugated polymer has a more rigid backbone than a saturated one
(PE), and its Y value is larger. Surprisingly, the cis
conformations have a lower elastic modulus. This sensitivity of a
mechanical property on overall conformation of a polymer is very
significant, and should be measurable. We plan to follow up on this
problem by continuing elastic modulus calculations of polymers in
various conformations.

In contrast to the sensitivity to conformation, Y depends on
charge transfer (CT) only weakly [2]. In doped PA we calculated a
mere 7% change of Y upon doping up to 0.25e/CH unit, a very high
doping level. This conclusion is independent of whether a
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delocalized (band) model or a localized (soliton) model was used.
The corresponding calculations gave geometry changes in
quantitative agreement with X-ray data. Consequently, the
mechanical properties should not be very sensitive to the amount of
charge transfer, in contrast to simplistic arguments, that CT
occurs to antibonding or from bonding states. Therefore, highly
conductive polymers should maintain high maximal elastic moduli and
other mechanical properties, in agreement with Heeger's general
observations2

5. Preliminary studies in non-linear optical properties
Hunt et al. have recently established a direct relationship

between the vibrational Raman intensities and the hyperpolariza-
bilities of molecular systems'3 . In our efforts to interpret the
Raman spectra of doped and undoped poly (p-phenylene), we have
discovered [8], that the geometry of the rings (quinoid or
aromatic) is more important in determining the polarizability and
Raman spectrum (both frequencies and intensities), than the charge
state of the system. It appears that the primary role of doping is
to induce a structural transition from the aromatic (undoped
neutral) to the quinoid (acceptor or donor doped) structure, and
that the latter structure inherently has a qualitatively larger
polarizability. This finding opens up new possibilities to design
materials with inherently large hyperpolarizabilities, and we plan
to pursue such calculations on several a- and n-conjugated polymers
in the near future. Our results [8) showed, that the calculations
reproduce the main features of the Raman spectrum correctly without
any reference to the experimental spectrum of the polymer.
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